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Elephants in our country, be it wild or captive, are having 
jumbo issues. With regard to our wild elephants, we have 
a very good elephant population in the country and in the 
State and they are found in almost all forest types across the 
State. Elephants occupy the position of being known as ‘Flag-
ship species – representative of our biodiversity hotspot i.e. 
the Western Ghats and its forests’, ‘Charismatic species – be-
cause of our attachment to elephants as they occupy a very 
significant role in our history, arts, culture, religion etc.’ and 
‘Umbrella species – they occupy a large forest area as their 
habitat/ home range and when we protect the forests, all the 
other species occupying that same area is also protected’. But 
our elephants in their forests sometimes ventures out and it 
results in human-elephant conflicts, mainly along fringe ar-
eas of forests, leading to loss of life and property – mainly 
houses and agriculture. Human-elephant conflict is the most 
widespread and serious most issue with regard to the protec-
tion of the elephant population. This mainly happens due to 
forest fragmentation. In earlier days, we had much more area 
of our land under forests and over the years, with increasing 
population and our ever increasing needs, we have convert-
ed these forests to roads, railway tracks, plantations, resorts 
etc. In Walayar area of Palakkad district, the major issue is 
elephant death on rail tracks. The maximum incidence of 
these tragic deaths occurs in the state of West Bengal in India. 
But sometimes it happens in our State also. Since elephants 
are very social animals with very strong clan or family bond-
ing, when an elephant is caught on the tracks, the other herd 
members gathers around the animal in distress and seldom 
abandons the individual in trouble. This results in death of 
more than one elephant in most cases, usually ranging from 
3 to 5. We have a very good population of captive elephants 
also in the State, mostly under the ownership of Travancore 
Devaswom Board and few others under individual owner-
ship. These captive elephants are in some areas used to pull 
timber in estates and sawmills. Otherwise, their major use is 
during festivals and processions. Having an elephant in your 
ritual is considered as a symbol of economic well-being and 
most temples, churches and such establishments includes 
one or more than one elephants in their proceedings and pro-
cessions. In the case of temples, festivals are mostly between 
January to March which is unfortunately the musth season of 
the elephants also. During musth, an elephant should be kept 
in chains, somewhere isolated under the close watch of its 
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Washington sets example at top of Sustainable  
City Ladder

On a work day, the U.S. Capital does not appear much 

more “sustainable” than any other major city. Its streets 
are packed with cars, lights flicker in offices long after the 
occupants have gone home, and stark economic divides 
persist between neighborhoods. But beneath the surface, 
something is working in Washington, D.C., experts say. In 
August, the City was the first to receive the top “Platinum 
Certification” under a global sustainability program called 
LEED for Cities, which tracks performance on energy 
use, waste management, water, transport and also quality 
of life. Washington was joined by Phoenix in December. 
The LEED for Cities framework, which celebrated its first 

mahout and timely food and water should be ensured to keep 
the animal calm. But they experience the extreme opposite 
during temple festivals and processions. They are transported 
from one location to the other by walking over long distances 
on tarred roads or using lorries. They are made to stand for 
long hours without food and water, they are exposed to huge 
crowd, loud noise and firecrackers which ultimately stresses 
out the animal and it finally runs amok, most of the time kill-
ing its mahout in the first place and then turning towards 
people and vehicles nearby. Some discussions were initiated 
to see whether our religious proceedings can be carried out 
without elephants. But the majority was of the opinion that 
elephants have been a part of our religious proceedings since 
time immemorial and that we cannot imagine a temple festi-
val without parading elephants. What we need to understand 
is that, even a captive elephant is still a wild animal. The 
recent initiative of the Ministry of Environment, Forests and 
Climate Change to organize the Technical Workshop on El-
ephant Conservation in Thiruvananthapuram jointly with the 
Kerala Forests and Wildlife Department and other partners in-
cluding WWF was a welcome step in conserving and protect-
ing our wild and captive elephants. Experts from across the 
country and few from other countries spent 3 days in Apollo 
Dimora discussing and debating on status of elephant popu-
lation, conventional conservation strategies, new technolo-
gies and methodology being adopted etc. The Kerala Forests 
and Wildlife Department recently conducted the first of its 
kind census of the captive elephant population in the State 
and further to that, it has been decided that each and every 
individual captive elephant would be provided with a RFID 
identity tag. During this two months period, we have invested 
our time and effort to fight the Biomedical Waste Treatment 
Plant proposed by Indian Medical Association at Elavupalam 
near Palode. We have briefly visited the proposed project site 
to understand the ecology and biodiversity of the area and 
based on that we have put our representation against the 
project coming up in this proposed site in the Public Hearing 
conducted by the District Collector. We could organize the 
World Wetlands Day 2018 in Thekkady jointly with Periyar 
Foundation. Being part of Akshaya Urja Ulsav of ANERT was 
a new experience. The innovations we adopted in our out-
reach programmes were well appreciated and received by the 
general public.

Renjan Mathew Varghese, State Director
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Elephants are irreplaceable seed dispersers

Wild animals play specific roles in the ecosystem, but what 
happens when they disappear? Using a combination of 
field data and theoretical modelling, Scientists find that no 
herbivore can replace Indian Elephants as the optimal seed 
dispersers of three large forest trees in West Bengal. The 
dispersal of seeds far away from the parent tree maintains 
the high numbers of tree species in tropical forests. Trees 
depend on their fruit-eaters for seed dispersal, including 
Elephants: the seeds of fruits they consume pass through 
their guts, come out undigested with dung and germinate 
when conditions are right. But if Elephants are lost from 
the ecosystem, can other herbivores take over this role? 
Scientists at Bengaluru’s Indian Institute of Science (IISC) 
and Princeton University, USA, quantified the role of 
Indian Elephants and other herbivores (including Indian 
Gaur, Cattle, Monkeys and Wild Squirrels) in dispersing 
the seeds of three tree species – the Elephant Apple Tree 
(Dillenia indica), the Slow Match Tree (Careya arborea) 
and Chaplash, a jackfruit tree endemic to north-eastern 
India (Artocarpus chaplasha) – in Buxa Tiger Reserve, West 
Bengal. (Source: The Hindu, 7 January 2018).

New plant species from West Bengal named after 
former President Abdul Kalam

Scientists from the Botanical Survey of India have 
identified a new plant species from two National Parks in 

Malabar Sanctuary home to new night frog species

The discovery of a new species of frog from Kerala is the 
latest contribution to the spurt in amphibian discoveries 
across India: Scientists have just discovered the Mewa 
Singh’s Night Frog, belonging to a genus endemic to 
the Western Ghats, from Kozhikode’s Malabar Wildlife 
Sanctuary. According to a scientific paper published 
on December 26 in The Journal of Threatened Taxa (an 
international journal on conservation and taxonomy), 
the new Night Frog Nyctibatrachus mewasinghi is light 
brown in colour with an off-white underside, and sports 
faintly wrinkled skin with prominent granular projections 
(Source: The Hindu, 1 January 2018).

Reconsider site for Biomedical Waste Plant, KSSP tells 
IMA

The District Committee of the Kerala Sasthra Sahithya 
Parishad (KSSP) has urged the Indian Medical Association 
(IMA) to withdraw the move to set up a Biomedical Waste 

birthday last month, is an expansion of the world’s most 
widely used rating system for green buildings (Source: The 
Hindu, 4 January 2018).

Australia to offer payment for Great Barrier Reef 
rescue ideas

Australia is calling on the world’s top scientific minds 
to help save the Great Barrier Reef, offering hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to fund research into protecting 
the world’s largest living structure. The UNESCO World 
Heritage listed reef is reeling from significant coral 
bleaching due to warming sea temperatures linked to 
climate change. The 2,300 kilometer site is also under 
pressure from farming runoff, development and predatory 
crown-of-thorns starfish, with experts warning it could 
be suffering irreparable damage (Source: The Hindu, 17 
January 2018).

Scientists find ‘missing-link’ spider species

Two teams of Scientists unveiled a “missing-link” species 
of spider with a scorpion like tail found perfectly preserved 
in amber in Southeast Asia’s forests after at least 100 
million years. In studies published side by side in Nature 
Ecology and Evolution, one team argued that the male sex 
organs and silk thread producing teats link the creature 
to living spiders. The other team pointed to the long tail 
and a segmented body to argue that Chimerarachne yingi 
belongs instead to a far more ancient and extinct lineage at 
least 380 million years old (Source: The Hindu, 8 February 
2018).

West Bengal. Named Drypetes kalamii, it is a small shrub 
found to be shorter version of its close relative Drypetes 
ellisii. This adds to the rich floral wealth of India. Standing 
just one metre tall, the newly described plant is unisexual 
in nature, which means they have separate male and female 
plants. “During the survey and documentation of the flora 
of Buxa National Park, West Bengal (core area of Buxa Tiger 
Reserve), in 2011, I came across these plants, but could not 
identify them. Another author of the paper had collected a 
new female plant with fruits from Jaldapara National Park, 
West Bengal. The fruiting specimen can be easily identified 
in Drypetes. We later found that both the plants belonged to 
the same species. Further consultations with plant biologists 
from India and abroad helped us confirm its new identity” 
says Dr Gopal Krishna from Botanical Survey of India 
(BSI) who is the first author of the paper published in 
Phytotaxa. The researchers compared the new plant with 
other Drypetes species and found differences in the leaf, 
flower and fruit structures. There are about 220 species 
of Drypetes identified across the globe of which 20 have 
been reported from India. (Source: The Hindu, 24 February 
2018).

In a record, more than 4 lakh Olive Ridleys nest at 
Rushikulya

With 4,28,083 mother Olive Ridley Turtles nesting, the 
endangered species has created an all-time record of mass 
nesting at the Rushikulya Rookery Coast in the Ganjam 
district of Odisha this year. The mass nesting is expected 
to continue for another two to three days, said Berhampur 
DFO Ashis Behera. Interestingly, mass nesting of Olive 
Ridley Turtles have not yet started on the coasts along the 
Gahirmatha beach and the mouth of the Devi River, two 
other major mass nesting sites in Odisha. Forest Officials 
are of the opinion that the Gahirmatha beach is the largest 
mass nesting site for Olive Ridley Turtles along the Indian 
coastline, followed by the Rookery at the mouth of the 
Rushikulya River. (Source: The Hindu, 27 February 2018).
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EXPERT TALK
Treatment Facility at Elavupalam, near Palode. In a press 
release issued, Parishad has clearly stated that the plant was 
coming up near an ecologically fragile area. The Parishad 
said the Central Pollution Control Board had stipulated 
that such treatment plants should be located away from 
areas where people reside and ecologically fragile areas 
(Source: The Hindu, 3 January 2018).

On the trail of a Humpback Whale
After leaving the Gulf of Oman two months ago, Luban, 
a satellite-tracked Humpback Whale, is currently visiting 
Kerala waters. Researchers have tracked the female marine 
mammal in Kerala waters on January 1. Luban was one of 
the 14 whales that was tagged by the Environment Society 
of Oman under the Renaissance Whale and Dolphin 
Project, said a communication issued by Dr. A. Biju Kumar, 
Director, Research, Department of Aquatic Biology and 
Fisheries, University of Kerala. It began heading east, 
across the Indian Ocean on December 12. After completing 
a journey of around 1,500 kms, it reached off the coast of 
Goa during the last week of December. It stayed 30 km off 
the Kochi coast on New Year’s Eve and has started migrating 
further south towards Alappuzha, the communication said 
(Source: The Hindu, 3 January 2018).

Now, an app to report road-kill
Be it Tigers or Toads, roads that cut through their habitats 
can be deathtraps for wild animals. Now, a mobile-
based application, ‘Roadkills’, launched on January 21 
by the Wildlife Conservation Trust (WCT), will help 
citizens to report such wildlife deaths by uploading geo-
tagged photographs to a public forum. This can be used 
to identify crucial road or rail stretches that urgently 
require mitigation measures. ‘Roadkills’, an easy-to-use 
android app, accesses location information from phones 
and permits users to upload photographs of a dead wild 
animal on a road or railway line. With the resulting geo-
tagged photographs, users can also include what taxa the 
animal belongs to (bird, mammal, reptile or amphibian), 
the species’ name (if known) and the area where the road 
kill occurred. The information from all records reported 
from across India with this citizen science initiative will 
be compiled as a database, which can soon be viewed 
on a map on the campaign’s website (www.roadkills.
in). WCT will also share, detailed data free of cost and 
under a Creative Commons license to students, wildlife 
researchers or infrastructure agencies, who may need it to 
study patterns of wildlife deaths on roads and railway lines 
(Source: The Hindu, 23 January 2018).

Elusive Nilgiri Marten thriving in sholas: study

Pampadum Shola National Park located on the southern 
portion of Western Ghats is proving to be a safe haven for 
the elusive Nilgiri Marten, say researchers who studied 
the animal for about three years. They have said that 
the proposed eco-tourism activities there require careful 
planning and regular review. The latest issue of Journal of 
Threatened Taxa has published findings of their research 
which involved 148 days of field study. The researchers 
had 42 independent sightings of the Nilgiri Marten during 
this time. Endemic to the Western Ghats, the animal looks 
like a civet or a mongoose and it prefers high altitudes 
(Source: The Hindu, 31 January 2018).

MY TRYST WITH TURTLES
My tryst with turtles started in 2008 when I visited 
Kozhikode almost after two years after I joined WWF in 
2006. I met Krishnakumar (whom I will refer to as Kris from 
now on) and Jaison through a lead given by Dr Sejal. We 
had some constructive discussion on what all initiatives 
we can take together in the days ahead and as part of 
that Kris shared what he knew about the Marine Turtle 
protection initiatives taken by a group of local people in 
Kolavipalam. I was really fascinated by the outline story 
and I very much wanted to know more. We did not think 
twice. We started off for Kolavipalam through Vadakara in 
Kris car and reached there by about 5.30pm. 

The sun was about to set in the horizon and it was a 
beautiful setting when we met Suresh, founder of Theeram 
Prakriti Samrakshana Samithi – a short stout man with a 
thick moustache and beard, but very strong in his voice 
and stand. He very warmly greeted us and in the first 
few minutes we introduced ourselves and then Suresh 
explained how the first local level Marine Turtle protection 
initiative in Kerala started off in Kolavaipalam when 11 
friends with the passion for saving and protecting Marine 
Turtles came together and came forward with a great level 
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SPECIES OF THE ISSUE

Malabar Gliding Frog

Find the animals listed below in the crossword puzzle:

G C G E P S H L E A E R

R O T I G E R O L L I A

E N P O L A R B E A R L

Y D A B A T W R P S H E

W O N D N U O H H G I O

O R D U F R F U A H N P

L M A N A T E E N L O A

F E O T S L A E T T E R

O N A C H E E T A H A D

CHEETAH RHINO SEA TURTLE
MANATEE LEOPARD WHALE
TIGER ELEPHANT POLAR BEAR
PANDA CONDOR GREY WOLF

Rhacophorus malabaricus: It is a tree frog species found in 
the Western Ghats. It can spread its webbed feet and break 
its fall, which is why it is called the Gliding frog. 

It is one of the largest frogs with the body length of 10 cm. 
Males are smaller than the females. The back skin is vivid 
green and the belly is pale yellow. The webbing between 
the fingers and toes is large and orange in colour. They 
build foam nests above small pools of water.

of commitment, zeal and sacrifice. Suresh shared about 
how they started off their work and how they were initially 
ridiculed, opposed and even manhandled by other locals, 
mainly people who used to dig up Turtle nests to take out 
the eggs for consumption or for sale. 

But the 11 member team was not to be deterred with 
all these. They moved forward in one mind and spirit 
and slowly over the years, their efforts saw fruit. The 
greatest turning point was when the eggs were moved to 
the hatcheries and the local people witnessed the little 
hatchlings emerging out. Anyone and everyone who had 
the opportunity to witness the hatchlings emerging out of 
the nest and moving to the sea, and maybe to pick them 
up in their hands and fondle them, they never ever went 
back to eating Turtle meat or consuming the eggs. This 
prompted Suresh and his friends to relocate more nests 
and its eggs to the hatcheries and they mobilised local 
people, especially youth and children, in the release of 
the hatchlings back into the sea. This really turned the 
tide in favour of Turtle protection in Kolavipalam. Slowly 
the news spread by word of mouth and others in nearby 
and far locations, came to witness the various protection 
activities, interacted with Suresh and team, learned things 
and went back and started their own initiatives. 

Slowly the Social Forestry Division of Kerala Forests and 
Wildlife Department also took notice of these initiatives 
because one of their agendas is protection of biodiversity 
outside forests and it includes Marine Turtles too. The 
Department paid Watcher wages for the months spanning 
the Marine Turtle nesting, which was a morale booster 
for these common people involved in Turtle protection 
activities, who are otherwise earning their daily livelihood 
as autorickshaw drivers, electricians, unskilled waged 
labourers etc. In Kolavipalam, Suresh and friends came 
together and with much effort and sacrifice, they brought 
a piece of land alongside the beach with the main aim 
to use it for Turtle protection activities. Eventually, the 
Forest Department came forward and constructed a hall 
and small room, thus establishing the first Marine Turtle 
Interpretation Centre in Kerala and India. Because of the 
lack of funds, the Centre had minimum interpretation 
facilities, but still as per the records maintained by 
Theeram over the years, average 300 batches of students 
visit the facility every year, and many other local tourists 
also.

On that visit itself, when I walked around the Interpretation 
Centre, I was dreaming about lifting this Centre to a higher 
level with much better interpretation facilities so that it 
will be much more impactful in changing the mindsets 
of the students in favour of Marine Turtles. Coming back, 
this dream was always there with me and I looked at all 
possible opportunities, but with very little success.

(To be continued...)

(Field experience shared by the State Director in his efforts  
along the Kerala coast in protecting the Marine Turtles)
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ACTIVITIES OF WWF-INDIA  
KERALA STATE OFFICE

Marine Turtle Conservation in Kerala

The nesting season of Marine Turtles along the Kerala 
Coast has started and the Local Marine Turtle Conservation 
Groups have swung into full action. In continuation with 
the visit of Dr Sejal, the Marine Turtle Field Data Collection 
Book is under preparation. The matter was translated 
using the help of Ms. Shalini Hari and the matter has 
been compiled and handed over to Godfrey’s Graphics for 
the design and layout work. Wall Calendars for 2018 and 
Name slips using Turtle images have also been made to be 
distributed among the local students during the awareness 
programs. Preparations are on for the procurement of the 
field kit including Tent, Hi Beam Torches, GPS and Digital 
Camera.

Technical Workshop on Elephant Conservation

The State Director attended the two-days Technical 
Workshop on Elephant Conservation organized by 
MoEF&CC jointly with WWF and others and hosted by 
Kerala Forests and Wildlife Department on 11 and 12 January 
2018 at Hotel Apollo Dimora, Thiruvananthapuram. Mr. 
Boominathan, Mr. Ajay Desai and Mr. Mohan Raj from 
WWF were also present in the workshop. It was a good 
learning and sharing experience and useful platform 
to interact with the Elephant Conservation experts and 
also the senior most officers of the Forests and Wildlife 
Department of the three southern states. 

Bird Atlas 

Kerala State Office has started data collection for the 
preparation of Kerala Bird Atlas from 26th January 2018 
and will continue till 13th March 2018 for the dry season 
count. Presently we are covering the cells in the forest 
areas of Thiruvananthapuram and Pathanamthitta districts 
and non-forest areas of Kollam district. Senior Education 
Officer, expert birder volunteers and other volunteers are 
engaged in this exercise. 

Asian Water Bird Census 2018 

Kerala State Office is co-ordinating the Asian Waterbird 
Census in the three southern districts of Kerala namely, 
Thiruvananthapuram, Kollam and Pathanamthitta on 7th, 
13th and 14th of January 2018. We are conducting AWC 
2018 as part of our Volunteer Engagement Programme 
(VEP) with the support of Social Forestry Division of the 
Kerala Forests & Wildlife Department. In all the three 
districts, we organized an orientation session prior to the 
field survey and ensured active participation of college 
students as volunteers. In Thiruvananthapuram, we 
conducted the census covering 9 sites which resulted in 
sightings of 4442 birds belonging to 77 species. In Kollam 
also, number of sites were 9 and result was 5697 birds in 
61 species. In Pathanamthitta, number of sites were 6 and 
the count was 7856 and 60. There is a drastic reduction 
of number of waterbirds including migratory birds in the 
southern districts compared to the observations from the 
previous year. Habitat destruction and climate change are 
the main causes but the impact of recent ‘Ockhi’ cyclone is 
also debated. The AWC was led by A K Sivakumar, Senior 
Education Officer. A committed team of expert birders: 
Hari Mavelikara, Sujith V. Gopalan, Dr. Jishnu R., Govind 
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G., Kiran Karakulam, Anoop S.S., Jaichand Johnson and 
Anu John led the survey teams. 

District No. of 
sites 

No. of 
birds

No. of  
species 

Thiruvananthapuram 9 4442 77
Kollam 9 5697 61
Pathanamthitta 6 7856 60

Class for the Refresher Course in Environmental 
Science 

The State Director was invited to deliver the Opening Talk in 
the Refresher Course on Environmental Science organized 
by Human Resource Development Centre, University of 
Kerala at the Kariavattam Campus on 10 January. The 3 
hour program was divided into two sessions dealing with 
‘Sustainable Development and Ecological Footprint’ and 
‘Human-Wildlife Conflicts’. Around 80 College Teachers 
attended the programme. 

Regional Recognition Event in connection with Wipro 
earthian Programme 

The projects submitted by schools under our co-ordination 
won 2 out of the 10 national awards of Wipro earthian 
2017. A Regional Recognition Event was conducted on 
23rd January 2018 at YMCA, Thiruvananthapuram to 
felicitate the winners. Forty-five students along with 
their Teacher Co-ordinators attended the event. It was 
inaugurated by Dr. C. Bhaskaran, Member, WWF-India 
State Advisory Board in the meeting presided over by Sri. 
Babu K. Mathew, President, YMCA, Thiruvananthapuram. 
Sri A.K. Sivakumar, Senior Education Officer and Sri U.T. 
Arasu, Senior Education Officer, CPREEC, Chennai, Sri. 
Reji Kunnumpuram, WWF well-wisher and YMCA Board 
Member also spoke on the occasion. After the inaugural 
session, each school team gave a short presentation of their 
projects and shared the ideas and concepts behind it. 

WWF-India Kerala State Office co-ordinated the Wipro 
earthian Sustainability Education Programme in association 
with CPREEC, Chennai covering three districts of Kerala. 

Biodiversity Expo at Thalassery as part of Kerala 
Science Congress 

Kerala State Office put up an expo on biodiversity and 
endangered species in connection with the Kerala Science 
Congress organized by TBGRI, Thiruvananthapuram from 
26th to 30th January at Municipal Stadium, Thalassery. 
Many students and public visited the expo and it was well 
appreciated.
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World Wetlands Day 2018 

Kerala State Office observed World Wetlands Day 2018 at 
Periyar Tiger Reserve with emphasis on values, functions 
and services of Periyar Lake. This was conducted as part 
of VEP jointly with Periyar Tiger Reserve. More than 120 
school/ college students, WWF volunteers participated in 
this event. It was inaugurated by Smt. Silpa V. Kumar, IFS, 
Deputy Director, Periyar East Division. Mr. A K Sivakumar, 
Senior Education Officer, WWF-India delivered the 
thematic address and mastered a quiz on ‘Wetlands’ in 
the afternoon. Sri. N. Sajeevan, Asst. Field Director (PTR), 
Sri N. Ravindran, District Co-ordinator of Kerala State 
Biodiversity Board, Smt. Priya T. Joseph, Range Officer 
(Eco Development), and Sri. Pramod P., Wildlife Assistant 
addressed the gathering. 

The State Office was also invited to be part of the observance 
of World Wetlands Day 2018 by Dept. of Environment and 
Climate Change; Govt. of Kerala organized on 2nd February, 
2018 at VJT Hall, Thiruvananthapuram. A photo exhibition 
was put up as part of the event. The State Director was 
also invited as judge to evaluate the entries of the Painting 
Competition organized as part of the day. 

Senior Education Officer was invited to lead a session on 
Wetlands on 5th February 2018 at Fatima Mata National 
College and to evaluate the various competitions held as 
part of the day. Our volunteers Mr. Sujith V. Gopalan and 
Mr. Govind G. led the technical sessions on ‘Wetlands’, 
‘Issues and Concerns of Wetlands’ respectively on 7th 

February 2018 at SN College, Kollam.

Common Bird Monitoring Programme (CBMP)

WWF-India Kerala State Office coordinated the Common 
Bird Monitoring Programme in three southern districts, 
i.e. Pathanamthitta, Kollam and Thiruvananthapuram. We 
had organized orientation programmes for each district 
involving college students as participants under the VEP. 

The Orientation Programme for Pathanamthitta was led 
by Sivakumar, Senior Education Officer, Hari Mavelikara 
and Shameena, VEP Intern on 14th February at Catholicate 
College, Pathanamthitta in which 38 students from two 
colleges participated. Hari, Shameena, Sujith V. Gopalan, 
and Govind G. led the orientation programme at SN 
College, Kollam on 15th February 2018 and 60 students 
from four colleges participated. The same programme in 
Thiruvananthapuram was led by Sivakumar and Govind 
at Govt. Women’s College in which around 60 students 
participated. 

Awareness Programme in connection with 
Paaristhithikam 

Kerala State Office conducted the awareness component 
of Paaristhithikam, the State Environment Awareness 
Campaign, on 21st February 2018 at Christ Nagar College 
of Teacher Education at Thiruvallam, institution located 
closest to Punchakkari wetlands where the action 
programme has to be rolled out. Mr. Sujith V. Gopalan, 
Researcher, Kerala State Biodiversity Board and Senior 
Education Officer led the sessions on ‘Biodiversity’ and 
‘Issues and Concerns of Wetlands with special focus on 
Punchakkari wetland complex’. Fifty five Teacher Trainees 
and 5 Teachers attended the programme and the action 
programme, clean-up drive, was planned for 28th March.
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Akshaya Urja Utsav of ANERT 

Based on the proposal submitted to ANERT to organize 
‘Campaign on Renewable Energy for the General Public’ 
which included a set of 6 standees (one each giving details 
on the 6 RE sources), Stickers (for distribution among the 
public during the campaign) and Set of 6 banners (to be 
put up in Schools promoting Renewable Energy), WWF 
organised the Akshaya Urja Utsav from 25th to 27th February 
2018. The Action Component was Painting Competition for 
Children on Renewable Energy and 3 days Public Campaign 

at the Museum & Zoo Compound, Shanghumugham Beach 
and Gandhi Park. Interactive Games on Renewable Energy 
was conducted and LED bulbs were distributed to the 
winners. For conducting an effective public campaign and 
to ensure that the message reaches the masses we put in a 
great effort to draft the content of the standees, stickers and 
banners. All these three collaterals were prepared based 
on the six sources of renewable energy i.e. Solar, Wind, 
Biomass, Hydro, Tidal and Geothermal. The standees were 
used as a background exhibit at all the venues of public 
campaigns. The stickers were created with attractive 
captions so that the receiver will make use of it creatively 
instead of throwing it away casually as the case usually is. It 
was distributed to the public by the volunteers Sensitizing 
the students is a key element of our campaign as they 
grow up-to become responsible citizens of tomorrow. We 
put up 6 banners with attractive captions on renewable 
energy in 14 selected schools within Thiruvananthapuram 
City. Launced WWF Campaign for General Public as part 
of Akshaya Urja Utsav 2018 and Painting Competition for 

Children in association with YMCA Thiruvananthapuram 
Chapter on 25th February at the YMCA Hall at Statue. The 
painting competition was for children from Classes VI to 
IX. Three Urja Clubs in Thiruvananthapuram were also 
roped into this event to ensure adequate participation. But 
the turnout was rather poor because it is exam season. The 
prizes for the winners were given away during the closing 
ceremony.


